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Finite element method applied to rock mechanics

Methode des elements determines appliquee a la mecanique des roches

Anwendung der Methode des begrenzten Elementes in mechanischen Felsvorgangen

by H. WALTERANDERSON,Structural Engineer
and JERRYS. DODD, Structural Engineer
Division of Design, Bureau of Reclamation, U. S. Department of the Interior, Denver, Colorado, U. S. A.

Summary

An analytical model which simulates the
nature of rock is an absolute necessity if
any significant progress is to be made in
the field of rock mechanics. The finite ele-
ment method provides such a model and
is able to resolve into a unique solution
many of the variables encountered in rock
mechanics. An example model for deter-
mining the stress field acting about an un-
derground opening in a faulted rock mass
is shown, and the digital computer pro-
gram used to obtain the solution is des-
cribed. Techniques for introducing hydro-
static and tectonic loadings and loads from
engineering works and for including creep
and anisotropic modulus of elasticity are
discussed. The effect of jointing can be
incorporated into the finite element method
but is not considered in detail in this paper.

Introduction

Resume

II est absolument necessaire de posseder
un exemple destine Ii I'analyse et imitant
la nature de la roche Ii etudier si ron veut
realiser des progres appreciables dans Ie
domaine de la mecanique des roches. La
methode de I'elernent determine fournit un
tel echantillon et est Ii meme de fournir
une solution unique Ii partir des variables
rencontrees dans la mecanique des roches.
Une maquette servant Ii determiner I'etendue
des contraintes agissant Ii la peripherie d'une
ouverture souterraine, au sein d'une masse
rocheuse faillee, est representee, et Ie pro-
gramme, destine Ii I'ordinateur de type di-
gital utilise pour obtenir la solution, est
explique. II sera discute des techniques qui
consistent Ii introduire des charges hydros-
tatiques et tectoniques et les charges resul-
tant de travaux de genie civil, y compris les
glissements et les modules d'elasticite aniso-
tropiques. Les effets dOs aux joints peuvent
l!tre inclus dans la methode des elements
determines mais ils ne seront pas detailles
dans cet article.

The finite element numerical method provides an analy-
tical model which is able to resolve many of the variables
encountered in rock mechanics. This model can be visua-
lized as an array of finite areas (or blocks) so ordered as
to portray a rock mass. Equations predicting the behavior
of each finite element are established, and then the equations
for all elements are solved simultaneously. This operation
requires a digital computer because of the large number
of elements involved in most solutions.

Extensive geologic features such as faults, rock unit
interfaces, and some rock joints are considered as boun-
dary conditions and depicted as such in the model. Geologic
characteristics such as schistosity and rock joints, generally
smaller than finite elements or typical of a particular rock
unit, are considered to be reflected in the strength of the
rock material. Analysis of such varying and isotropic rock

Zusammenfassung

Ein analytisches Modell fur die Simu-
lierung von Felseigenschaften ist eine abso-
lute Notwendigkeit, wenn weiterer nennens-
werter Fortschritt auf dem Gebiet der me-
chanischen Felsvorglinge erzielt werden soli.
Die Methode des begrenzten Elementes stellt
ein solches Modell dar und bietet damit
die Moglichkeit fur eine einzigartige Losung
vieler verlinderlicher Grossen in mechani-
schen Felsvorglingen. Als Beispiel wird ein
Modell for die Bestimmung der Belastungs-
verteilung urn eine unterdische Offnung in
einer verworfenen Felsmasse gezeigt, und
beschrieben wird das Digital-rechner-Pro-
gramm, welches die Losung erbringt, Die
Technik der Einfiihrung hydrostatischer und
tektonischer Lasten und der Lasten von
Bauten, sowie die Einbeziehung von Rutsch
und des anistropischen Moduls der Ela-
stizitlit, werden erortert, Der Querspaltungs-
effekt kann in die Methode des begrenzten
Blernentes einbezogen werden, jedoch wird
in dieser Arbeit im einzelnen nicht darauf
eingegangen.

strength is not discussed in detail in this paper though it
can be incorporated into the finite element method.

Because of the brittle behavior ofrock, an elastic behavior
is assumed to exist to rupture. Also, rock strain is assumed
to be a reversible process upon release or application of
stress. These assumptions are considered valid for the
realm of precision available in many rock mechanic problems.

Example problem

To illustrate the method, an elementary planar case
is analyzed. The problem is to determine the stress field
acting about the underground opening shown in Figure 1.
In this instance the number of elements is kept small for
simplicity but could be increased for a more refined solution.
Each zone of material for this problem is assumed to behave
as an isotropic, homogeneous elastic material. The fault
can transmit normal compressive forces but is assumed
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Fig. 1 - Example problem

to offer no resistance to tensile forces or to movement
parallel to the fault. As the length of the opening is much
longer than its cross-sectional dimensions, the section will
be considered to be in a state of plane strain.

FiDite element representation

The problem is represented by an assemblage of planar
finite elements as shown in Figure 2. Each element behaves
as a planar, isotropic, homogeneous elastic plate .. An ele-
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Fig. 2 - FInite element»
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ment is loaded by forces concentrated at its corners. Stresses
in rectangular elements due to corner forces are assumed
to vary linearly, as shown in Figure 3. Stresses in a triangular
element are assumed to be uniformly distributed through-
out the element. Once the assumption as to the distri-
bution of stress in an element is made, relative displace-
ments of the element's corners due to applied forces can be
obtained by the theory of elasticity.

A

c

Fig. 3 - Assumed stress distribution In
rectangular element due to corner forces

As the fault is assumed to offer no resistance to move-
ment parallel to the fault, elements above the fault are
connected to those below by pin-ended straight members.
Each member is normal to the fault, as shown in the linkage
detail in Figure 2. These pin-ended members can transmit
longitudinal forces but cannot resist end forces normal to
the member. Should an analysis indicate a tensile force
in the member, the member would be removed and another
analysis made to represent the open fault.

For each element a set of stiffness equations can be
written that relate forces acting at its corners to its comer
displacements. Similarly, equations for the forces due to
end displacements of straight members can be written.
Summing forces at each joint where there is an unknown
component of displacement provides a set of simultaneous
equations relating forces acting on joints in the assemblage
to joint displacements. When only gravity loads are consi-
dered, the force at a joint is obtained by adding one-fourth
of the weight of each rectangular element and one-third
of the weight of each triangular element adjacent to the
joint. Other known loads may also be applied at the joints.

Compoter IOI0tioo

Solving the example problem requires the solution
of 89 simultaneous equations (50 unknown vertical displace-
ments and 39 unknown horizontal displacements). Solving



a problem of this magnitude without aid of a digital com-
puter would be a tedious task. A system of computer pro-
grams has been developed by Bureau of Reclamation
engineers to assist them in solving the wide variety of struc-
tural engineering problems encountered in designing struc-
tures for water resource developments. One program, which
was used for the solution of the example problem, can
determine rotations, displacements, moments, shears, thrusts,
and stresses in indeterminate elastic structures which are
represented by an assemblage of planar finite elements and
straight members. Elements and members may have any
orientation in space. Since a structure can be subdivided
for analysis, the computer program can solve problems with
any number of members and elements.

A listing of input data used by the indeterminate analysis
program for the example problem is shown in Figure 4.
Each line represents one input data card. The card number
that appears to the right of the page was determined by
the computer program. The remainder of the card image
is in the same form as that prepared by the engineer. A
salient feature of the program is that input data are pre-
pared in a language that can be readily understood by
anyone who is familiar with the problem.

Among the answers returned by the computer program
are:

1. A detailed description of the problem analyzed
2. Displacements of the joints
3. Components of stress in each element
4. Magnitudes of the principal stresses and their orien-

tation for each element
5. As a check, the summation of forces acting at each

joint.
One advantage of the computer program is the ease

with which additional studies can be made. As an example,
shearing forces acting in the plane of the fault can be entered
into the program as known joint forces. These shearing
forces, which are limited in magnitude by a failure criteria,
can be determined from the computed forces on the pin-ended
members. The program is then rerun for a revised solution.
As another example, suppose that distribution of stress
around the opening is desired assuming that there is no
fault. This can be done quickly by removing the pinned
member cards and adding the following input data cards:

EQUATE JOINT 52U TO 52L
EQUATE JOINT 43U TO 43L
EQUATE JOINT 34U TO 34L
The program will now compute stresses in the section

as though there is no fault.
The engineer is as concerned with the change in stress

around the opening as he is with final stresses. A theoretical
distribution of stress before excavation can be obtained
by adding the following input data card beneath card 34,
shown on page 1 of Figure 4:

DITTO 45-55/46-56

Subtracting results of the analysis with the opening
from results for the unexcavated section will give the
change in stress due to the opening.

Size and shape of elements

The example problem could have been represented by
an assemblage of triangular elements instead of the combina-
tion of rectangular and triangular elements shown in Figure 2.

As finite elements are deformed, sides of triangular elements
will remain straight lines while rectangular elements will
tend to bend. Use of only triangular elements will provide
complete compatability of deformation throughout the
section. However, since stresses in triangular elements are
assumed to be uniform throughout each element, stress
may vary considerably from element to element. In order
to obtain good results, a large number of elements must
be used. Not only does this increase the cost of obtaining
a solution; it also requires far more time for input data
preparation. It has been found that using a relatively small
number of rectangular and triangular elements, as shown
in Figure 2, will produce results well within the assumptions
of the problem. In actual practice, a coarse grid is used for
the first series of analyses for a problem. Then, if desired,
a more refined grid is used that may require the solution
of several thousand simultaneous equations.

Other loadings

In the example problem the weight of the rock is the
only force considered. Other natural occurring forces are
known to exist and must be taken into account if an evalua-
tion is to be realistic. Additional forces which may be
influencing the model are:

A. Forces on model edges

1. Tectonic
2. Hydromechanic
3. Earthquake
4. Man-made

B. Forces on finite elements

1. Residual
2. Hydromechanic
3. Earthquake
4. Man-made

The magnitude and direction of these forces have to
be predetermined by other means, such as field testing or
theoretical evaluation. The general technique for incor-
porating these known or calculated forces is to apply a
stress pattern at the edges of the model or to the finite
elements. The applied stress is then converted into equivalent
forces acting at the joints. The computer program is then
able to accept these loads at the joints as known conditions
of the analysis.

Tectonic forces. - These geologic forces are the result
of inherent strains which are developed in the earth's crust
through orogenic movement. In order to represent this
load on the model, which in effect has been removed from
the rock mass, loading due to tectonic forces must be consi-
dered as an edge force on the model. The magnitude of
this force has to be estimated from in situ rock measure-
ments and from petrofabric studies. Once the tectonic stress
is established in the region of the model, the stress may be
applied to the model as shown in Figure ~.

Hydromechanic forces. - The primary hydromechanical
force to be considered is the result of static or dynamic
groundwater conditions. Because this force may be present
at the model edges as well as within the model, it is considered
as an edge and element force. The hydromechanical stresses
can be calculated from known groundwater conditions
or can be assumed to be the result of hypothetical ground-
water situations which might occur. Hydrodynamic forces
can be equated to equivalent hydrostatic forces by applying
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EXAMPLE FINITE ELEMENT PROBLEM
STRESS OISTRIBIITION AROUNP AN UNpERGROUND opENING IN ROCK'

STRUCTuRAL p~OPERUES FOR STRUCTlJREIEX11
* MATERIAL PROPERTIES
"'ATERIAl SHALE E •• 2.0 * 10.6 PSI PR • 0.3 PENSITY • 165 LB/Fn
"'ATERIAL SANDSTONE E •• 3.0 * 10.6 PSI PR • 0.1 DENSITY a 140 LB/Fn
MATERIAL SILTSTONE E a 2.5 * 10.6 PSI PR a 0.2 DENSITY a 150 LB/Fn
"'ATERIAL MASSIVE S~ E a 3.' * 10.6 PSI PR a ,0.15 DENSITY a 140 LI3/Fn
MATERIAL FAIILT E a 1.0 * 10.6 PSI
*
* F N M N
OLLOwlNG ElEMENTS ~RE PLANAR. PLANE STRAIN. T a 12 IN

*FOLLOWING ELEMENTS
E E~EN 10- 0/11-
OIT 0 20-30/21-31.
ElEME1'4 132-
LHIENT 30-41-31 0 FT 0 a 15 FT

DITTO 41-5211-42 15ELEMENT 43l-52L-53 ~ IXI •• 15 FT 9111 • -75 FT C " FT 0 •• 0 FT
ELEMENT 53-52l-63 elXI •• 0 FT 9111 •• -75 FT C •• 75 FT 0 a 0 FT
*FOLLOWING EIEMENTS M4SSIVE SS
ELEt-'ENT 12-22113-23 AIXI a 100 FT BIll a 75 FT
DITT~_1~~/23-33
ElEr-IENT 32-42133-43U 41Xl •• 15 "T e'lll a 75 FT
DITTO 43L-53/44-54. 53-63154-64. 63-73164-74
ELEMENT 42-52U-43U AIXI •• 75 FT BIll • 0 FT C = 0 FT 0 = 75 FT
ELEMENT 34L-43L-44 ~ lXl • 75 FT 8m • -75 FT C a 75 FT P a 0 FT
*FOLLOWING ElE~~Er-JTSSANpSTONE
ELEto'ENT 13-23/14-24 AIXI a 100 FT BIll a 75 FT
DITTO 23-33/24-34U
ELEMENT 14-24/15-25 AIXI a 100 FT BIll a 100 FT
DITTO 15-25/16-26. 25-35126-36. 16-26/17-27· 26-36127-31
ELEMENT 34l-tt4/35-45 Alxl • 15 FT BIll • 100 f'T
DITTO 44-54/45-55. '4-64/55-65. 64-74/65-75
DITTO 35-45/36-46. 55-65/56-66. 65-75/6~-76
DITTO 36-46/17-47. 46-56/41-57. 56-66/57-61· 66-76/67-77
ELEMENT 33-43U-34U A IXI a 75 FT BIll a 0 FT C • 0 FT 0 • 75 FT
ELEMENT 24-34U-25 ~IXI a 100 FT 8111 a 0 ET C a 0 FT 0 a 100 FT
ELEMENT 25-34L-35 AIXI • 100 FT BIll ·-100 FT C •• 100 FT 0 •• 0 FT
*FOLLOWING ELEMENTS ARE S~ALE
ELEr-IENT 17-27/18-28 AIXI •• 10" fT B!Zl a 100 FT
DITTO 27-37128-38
ELEMENT 37-4113"-48 AlXI a 15 FT BIZI a 100 FT
DITTO 47-51/48-58. 51-67/58-68. 61-171611-78

EXAMPlE FINITE ELEMENT PROBLEM
__ S~T~R~ES-S-D.l.S.IBIBUTlONAROllND Ar-iUNDERGROUND OPENING IN ROCK

*FOLLOWING MEMBERS REPRESENT T~E FAULT
AXIS 52U/52L OX a 0.5 p, a 0.5
FOLLOWING MFMBERS ARE pARAI lEL TO AXISI52U/52Ll. PINNED ENDED. L ••6 IN
MEMBER '2U-52L AREA a 53 ET2
MEMBER 43U-43L AREA =106 FT2
"'EMBER 34U-34L AREA .123 FT2
** BOUNDARY CON~IIIONS
FIX DIS X AT JOINT~ 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17
FIX PIS X AT JOINTS 15. 76. 77
FIX DIS X.Z AT JOINTS 18. 28. 311. 48. 58. 6B. 78
FIX PIS y. ROT X.y.Z AI All JOINT-
SOLVE FOR T~E STRUrTURAl PROPERTIES
*STATIC LOAOTNGS FOR STRUCTUREIEXl1
LOAD PEAD l

BODY FORCES IN THE I DIRECTION
SOLVE

Fig. 4 -Input data !IUd by computer program
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principles of mechanics. Static stresses as developed from
the hydrodynamic or hydrostatic conditions are then applied
as equivalent joint forces.

Earthquake forces. - Earthquakes create complicated
seismic waves, but use of simple stress patterns resulting
from passage of maximum longitudinal and transverse
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Fig. 5a - Tectonic stress at model edge
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Fig. 5b - Equivalent tectonic forces applied at element joints

waves in the plane of the model is considered adequate
for most rock mechanic analyses. Velocities of these two
basic seismic waves differ and the maximum pulse of each
would not pass through the area under investigation at the
same moment. Therefore, each can be considered separately.
For models with a dimension in the direction of wave pro-
pagation less than about one-fourth wave length, a uniform
state of maximum wave stress can be assumed to exist in
the model. For models larger than about one-fourth wave
length, consideration should be given to the cyclic nature
of wave stresses. These seismic stresses can be equated to
static stresses and thence to equivalent joint forces.

Man-made forces. - These forces can occur within the
model as well as at the edges. Loads, such as thrusts from
dams, foundation pressures, and weight of reservoir water,
can be transformed into equivalent joint forces and incor-
porated into the finite element method.

Residual forces. - Stresses present in the rock mass
as a result of residual forces normally can be neglected.
These stresses are induced into the rock at some time during
the geologic past and become frozen into the rock because
of-"Somephysical' Uf" chemical"change. If these stresses are

References

significant to the analysis, they should be handled by vary-
ing the strength of the rock rather than modifying the
stress field in the rock mass.

«Creep» and anisotropic modulus of elasticity

The effect of «rock creep», which in reality is probably
related more to relaxation than to true creep, is considered
by varying the modulus of elasticity. The modulus of elas-
ticity is decreased by the ratio of the ultimate relaxed stress
to the initial stress at loading. Elements in which the ulti-
mate relaxation stress has been exceeded have their modulus
of elasticity adjusted so that the stress is reduced to the
ultimate value, and then the program is rerun. Adjustments
of the modulus of elasticity and program reruns are conti-
nued until the ultimate relaxation stress is not exceeded
in any of the finite elements.

In the analysis of the effects of «rock creep» or in the
attempt to duplicate anisotropic nature of rock, intro-
duction of moduli of elasticity which are dependent upon
direction is desirable. This can be accomplished in the
finite element method by assigning different moduli to act
parallel to various element edges.

Factor of safety

A factor of safety computer program can be run in
conjunction with the finite element program. In the planar
finite element solution an assumed or calculated lateral
boundary stress may be applied in the y-direction, which
in effect adds the third principal stress to each element.
The computer program can determine the normal and
shearing stresses for any plane, such as a rock joint surface,
and compare these stresses to known failure criteria for
that plane. Also an identical comparison is made of the
three-dimensional Mohr's circle of stress to Mohr's envelope
of failure for each element. From these comparisons (the
factors of safety) weak or failure conditions within each
finite element are delineated.

Conclusion

The planar finite element solution can be used directly
in the analysis of tunnels and in other situations where
a plain strain condition can be postulated. However, for
underground chambers only the central portion can nor-
mally be analyzed because of the effects of the chamber
end-walls. For this and other reasons a three-dimensional
finite element solution for such problems is under study.

The use of the finite element method again emphasizes
the importance of collecting and understanding the geologic
details of the rock mass under study and the necessity of
knowing the strength of the various geologic features,
especially the rock joints and faults.

The applicability of the finite element method to any
stability problem in rock mechanics is limited only by
the ingenuity of the practitioner.

(11 CLOUGH, RAY W. - The Finite Element Method In Plane Stress
Analysis, ASCEConference Papers (Second Conference on Elec-
tronic Computation, September 1960).

(2] MORGAN,E. D. and ANDERSON,H. W. - Stress Analysis Using
Finite Elements, Report No. SA-I, United States Department
of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colorado,
April 1965. (Unpublished).
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